Abstract
Here we report a novel microdroplet PCR method combined with fluorescence 23 spectrophotometry (MPFS), which allows for qualitative, quantitative and 24 high-throughput detection of multiple DNA targets. In this study, each pair of primers 25 was labeled with a specific fluorophore. Through microdroplet PCR, a target DNA 26 was amplified and labeled with the same fluorophore. After products purification, the 27 DNA products tagged with different fluorophores could be analyzed qualitatively by 28 the fluorescent intensity determination. The relative fluorensence unit was also 29 measured to construct the standard curve and to achieve quantitative analysis. In a 30 reaction, the co-amplified products with different fluorophores could be 31 simultaneously analyzed to achieve high-throughput detection. We used four kinds of 32 GM maize as a model to confirm this theory. The qualitative results revealed high 33 specificity and sensitivity of 0.5% (w/w). The quantitative results revealed that the 34 limit of detection was 10 3 copies and with good repeatability. Moreover,
Introduction

39
With the increasing of the number of bimolecular samples to be analyzed, it demands 40 a high-throughput detection method capable of both qualification and quantification. 
51
Although conventional multiplex PCR were always used to amplify nucleic acid 52 samples, many problems exist against its wide use, such as preferential amplification 53 of shorter DNA templates, interference of multiple primer pairs and limited substrates, 54 making it incapable in quantitative and high-throughput research (Meyerhans et al. 55 1990; Dahl et al. 2005 ). Real-time qPCR has been widely used to quantify target 56 genes with high sensitivity, specificity and a wide dynamic range (Heid et al. 1996 Infinite M1000 PRO, after products purification. This method has been tested with 78 four event specific GM maize and four foodborn pathogenic bacteria with satisfaction.
79
The MPFS method provides a new approach for qualitative, quantitative and 80 high-throughput analysis of multitarget DNAs to a broad range of biological samples.
81
Results
82
The Principle of MPFS all levels were higher than the corresponding threshold and revealed positive signal.
150
The results suggested that four GM maize could be detected simultaneously at a 151 starting template concentration as low as 0.5%, which was also lower than that in EU can be used to quantify the GM maize with high throughput.
162
Repeatability
163
The repeatability of the 4-plex MPFS system for GM maize was measured by ten 164 intra-assays and ten inter-assays at a copy number of 10 6 in each assay. As the results shown in ( The repeatability of the MPFS system for four foodborne pathogenic bacteria were 199 studied by ten intra-assays and ten inter-assays for four foodborne pathogenic bacteria 200 at a copy number of 10 6 . The coefficient of variation (CV) was determined between 201 1.2-2.2% in the same batch and between 9.1-11.8% among the ten different batches, 202 in good line with the repeatability of the four GM maize assay (Table 8) . The DNA microarray also uses fluorescence labeling technique, however, the 
282
The MPFS method could also be used for detection of varieties of human 283 disease-related genes and genetic counseling.
284
The brilliant performance of MPFS system described in this study is still dimmed by 285 the manual purification of emulsion products. This, however, can be improved by the 286 use of automatic purification system, by then the repeatability and accuracy will be 287 greatly improved.
288
Materials and Methods
289
Materials
290
GM maize flour i.e., Bt176, GA21, NK603 and TC1507, were supplied by Monsanto were obtained from this laboratory.
296
Sample Preparation
297
The genomic DNA of all plant materials were extracted and purified using a 
Microdroplet PCR Amplification
341
The emulsion PCR was carried out according to a previously described emulsion were performed to determine the optimal exitation and emission wavelength (Table 5) . Tables   479   Table 1 BT176, GA21, NK603 and TC1507 singleplex specificity assay. Table 9 Primer sequences and excitation and emission wavelength of fluorophores 
